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WIKIPEDIA SCALE: LOW END
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1. 47 active contributors
2. 67272 edits
3. 400k views in 3.5 years




1 watcher 2 watchers 3‐5 watchers 6+ watchers
QUANTIFYING ACCOUNTABILITY
1. Determine number of reviewers for each page
2. Determine a way to rate contributors
3. Combine (1) and (2) to identify weak points in our data
4. Address weak points
WHAT MEDIAWIKI ALREADY DOES
WHAT MEDIAWIKI ALREADY DOES





1. Encourage users to do their reviews
2. Eliminate singly-watched pages
NONDESCRIPT WATCHLIST LINK
CONFUSING WATCHLIST
CONFUSING WATCHLIST, PART 2
PENDING REVIEWS
HOW WELL ARE WE DOING WITH REVIEWERS?
BIG IMPROVEMENTS
AT THE BOTTOM OF PENDING REVIEWS
WATCH SUGGESTIONS
WATCH SUGGESTIONS: REAL CONVERSATION
Disclaimer: the names are fake and the words are paraphrased, but the conversation is real.
The other day Amy and Bob were heckling each other about who
was watching more pages.
Amy: "I'm watching almost as many pages as our boss...I'm
going to get more than her!"
Bob: "It just seems to randomly suggest pages to me, though.
Why would I care about Rule #12345?"
Amy: "Well, that rule page is about your hardware."
Bob: "Oh, well maybe I do want to watch that!"
















BACK TO QUANTIFYING ACCOUNTABILITY
1. Determine number of reviewers for each page
2. Determine a way to rate contributors
3. Combine (1) and (2) to identify weak points in our data









Frequency and recency of editing
Time between changes and reviews
Use of page history and diff
Time spent on each revision






Contributing because you want to
Contributing because you are paid to
GOALS
Without continuous contributions and qualified
reviews from everyone in your community, a wiki
is just another dumpster of outdated and
unreliable information.
REVIEW INITIAL GOALS
1. Determine number of reviewers for each page
2. Determine a way to rate contributors
3. Combine (1) and (2) to identify weak points in our data
4. Address weak points
REVIEW SHORT TERM GOALS
1. Encourage users to do their reviews
2. Eliminate singly-watched pages
OUR GOALS FROM A DIFFERENT VIEW
1. Increase number of watchers for each page
2. Increase frequency of reviews performed on each page
3. Increase quality of reviews performed on each page
REFOCUS OUR GOALS
Instead of focusing on adding content, our focus
is now on the quality of our content.






Use page history and diff tool
Review carefully
Maintain low pending review count







Those that began using after some help and motivation
Viewers, but not contributors
Viewers, contributors, but not reviewers








Based on an interview with Amy Jo Kim
Competitors - Act on other users (challenge, showoff, compare)
Self-Expressers - Act on content (create, build, design, customize)
Explorers - Interact with content (view, collect, review, curate)
Collaborators - Interacting with users (share, comment, help)
ONLINE COMMUNITIES
In a zero-sum game, we are opponents: One wins, others lose













WHAT WE'VE BEEN MISSING














Use page history and diff tool
Review carefully
Maintain low pending review count
These behaviors are directly related to our new scores:
User Engagement Score
Page Scores





2. Delineate target behaviors
3. Describe players
4. Devise activity loops
5. Don't forget the fun
6. Deploy the appropriate tools
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